Module Overview

About Us

Our PROVYS Production module can greatly streamline your
production process from end-to-end.

We build and maintain software products and services,
and support our partners and clients in broadcasting and
non-linear media. We create long-term relationships with our
clients, business partners and professionals. We deem the
relationships with our clients to be of the highest value as our
mission is to provide “Efficiency with a human face”, through
predictability, professionalism, and open communication.
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Production planning covers:
〉〉 content ideas
〉〉 projects and budgeting
〉〉 activity scheduling and capacity dispatching
〉〉 intuitive easy-to-use visual planner
〉〉 production project evaluation
〉〉 line booking (live transmission management)
Resource management covers:
〉〉 human and technical resource
management (type independent)
〉〉 shift management
〉〉 resource usage and timesheet reporting
〉〉 production and rental contracts
〉〉 warehouse and ticketing
PROVYS is designed for media companies with a demand for
process-oriented solutions. It is a complete fully customisable
tool for companies of all sizes, from the smallest to the largest.
PROVYS’s structure, information sharing and flow principles
greatly enhance your processes.
It provides a production capacity planning tool and resource
allocation including all functions necessary to prepare a
detailed production plan with complete capacity utilisation
information. Control your finances such as production costs
from an initial budget, through commitments all the way down
to a postproduction evaluation and reporting.
To support you, PROVYS offers seamless integration with
various post production and ERP systems.

We are a highly motivated team of professional software
developers, consultants and technicians dedicated to improving
broadcast operations. Our specialists provide PROVYS products
and expertise based on many years of experience working
on projects to meet customer requirements. We also offer
consultancy services to optimize your workflow processes
during the analytical stage of the project.

“Unlimited capacity
planning for
painless execution.”
Erinç Ilktan
Project Manager, PROVYS

We always say PROVYS is an All-in-One Solution. It is one
system working in one database that can cover all your needs
when managing your TV channels. But it is a modular solution.
Every customer is unique and we prefer to deploy a solution
that corresponds to your current needs. That is the main reason
we introduce six modules that are present in the PROVYS
All-In-One Solution.
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Maximise your resource utilisation!
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